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Abstract: This paper is an effort of categorizing various recognized vulnerabilities of web applications. It has 

been seen that in the speedy race of developing web applications in minimum budget and time, security is given 

least importance as consequence of which web applications are developed and hosted with number of 

vulnerabilities in them. This race helps the attackers to take advantage of vulnerabilities existing in technology 

for financial gain and theft of intellectual property. In this paper various vulnerabilities are discussed with 

examples. This paper categorized the vulnerabilities on the basis of their causes. All the vulnerabilities are 

explained along with their countermeasures to prevent the system from these vulnerabilities. 
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I. Introduction 

Accessing of remote data becomes easier day by day with the development in network software. It becomes easy 

and simple with new software. Besides this, new software also gave rise to new vulnerabilities in software/web 

application. According to statistics, daily more than 10 vulnerabilities are found in open source or commercial 

software [1]. So it is inevitable to build secure software without any vulnerability. 

There are many reasons which cause increase of vulnerabilities in web applications. Main reason behind their 

increase is attack toolkits which make everything easier for attacker to do. Anyone can find various ways to attack 

web applications, everything is available online. Hackers do various things with web applications to get money, 

information or fame. Very sensitive data is present at remote positions. Hackers can trace credit card number, pin 

number or bank details and make transactions on behalf of user. Hackers can also get sensitive information like 

username or password to get all the privileges of legal user.  

There are various reasons behind leaving flaws in web applications, such as programmer has to complete their 

within limited period. There might be a problem of budget, due to which they are not able use good tools for 

testing and validation of software. 

II. Related Work 

Efforts in the context of secure implementation have focused on studying implementation vulnerabilities and 

devising secure coding methods to avoid them [7,8]. Some studies are present that have studied various 

vulnerabilities and their discovery rate [11,12,13]. These studies treat every vulnerability as equally important 

entity. Various taxonomies has proposed to get the universal taxonomy of vulnerability, for categorizing 

vulnerabilities by vulnerability type [14,15]. Focus of these vulnerabilities taxonomies on goals like: 

Exhaustiveness, mutual exclusiveness, repeatability, and taxonomy provided by these qualities will be un-

ambiguous. Vulnerability taxonomy is a developing area of research; even so, there are various organizations like, 

NVD (National Vulnerabilities Database) and MITRE Corporation [10] which identify the taxonomy and shown 

to be acceptable [9]. CVSS (Common Vulnerabilities scoring system) is another taxonomy include the classification 

of various vulnerabilities on the basis of their severities. NIST and NVD adapted CVSS, and it provides 

vulnerabilities severity classification standard, this system give each vulnerability a value from 1 to 10, the lower 

number means the less severe vulnerability, vice versa [16].   

 

III. Categorization of Software Vulnerabilities 

Vulnerabilities [2] are weak spot of application, through which attacker can cause harm to user’s data or 

application. Below 13 vulnerabilities are discussed, which are mainly categorized in 5 ways: 

 Input validation 

 Session management 

 Authorization 

 Authentication 

 Cryptography 

A. Input Validation 

Input validation[19] becomes security vulnerability if a hacker/attacker traces that your application makes 

untraced assumptions about the format, size, range and type of input data. The hacker can then carefully transfer 
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vulnerable input that can harm your application. Entry points at network and host level are secured fully, then the 

interface exposed to the public is the only way to attack. Your application’s input is a way to execute hacker’s 

code. Your application is susceptible to the following vulnerabilities if your application blindly trust input: 

 Buffer overflow 

 Cross-site scripting 

 SQL injection[17,18,19,20] 

These vulnerabilities are discussed in detail as follow: 

 Buffer Overflows 

Buffer overflow vulnerabilities can cause code injection[2] or disaffirmation of service attacks[9]. Code injection 

changes the execution address of program to run hacker’s injected code. Example of buffer overflow is discussed 

below. The program given below allow the user to fill password ,if the password entered by user is “buffer” then 

the root privileges granted to user, otherwise not. 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <string.h> 

int main(void) 

{ 

    char buf[15]; 

    int pass = 0; 

    printf("\n Password : \n"); 

    gets(buf); 

 

    if(strcmp(buf, "buffer")) 

    { 

        printf ("\n Wrong Password \n"); 

    } 

    else 

    { 

        printf ("\n Correct Password \n"); 

        pass = 1; 

    } 

    if(pass) 

    { 

       /* privilege to user*/ 

        printf ("\n Root privileges provided to the user     \n"); 

    } 

    return 0; 

} 

If user enter ‘buffer’ as a password then following output will be shown: 

Enter the password : 

buffer 

Correct Password  

Root privileges provided to the user 

This code works as expected, root privileges given to user when the password is correct. But possibility of buffer 

overflow is there in this program. The function gets() do not checks length of string or array bound. The user can 

enter the input which is greater than the size of buffer. Example is given by following to show what attackers can 

do by overflowing the buffers. 

Example : 

Enter the password : 

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 

Wrong Password  

Root privileges provided to the user 

As shown in example even after entering the wrong password, program worked as user given a ‘buffer’ password. 

Reason behind this behavior of program is that when we enter the input greater than size of buffer which cause 

buffer overflow and overwrote the value of integer ‘pass’, due to this value of ‘pass’ become non-zero and hacker 

got the privileges.Good programming practices are advised to avoid the buffer overflow. For example: 

 Memory auditing[q] should properly done in the program by using various utilities. 

 Use fgets() instead of gets(). 

 Use strncpy() instead of strcpy(),strncmp() instead of strcmp(), etc 

 Cross-Site Scripting 
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Cross-site scripting[17] target the user of application not the application itself. An XSS attack can run any code 

in browser of the user while that browser has opened a trusted website. Internet explorer’s security cannot trace 

this type of attack because the code is downloaded from the trusted website by the browser, so due to this reason 

there is no method to check that code is vulnerable. Hacker’s code can access cookies related to that trusted 

website and those cookies are stored on user’s computer, so hacker can also access the authentication cookies of 

user which is typically main target of hacker. 

Example of Cross-Site Scripting 

To initialize the cross-site scripting attack, attacker must convince the user to click on hyperlink, like attacker can 

give attractive offers, or provide the email notification or any other information that can attract user to click 

hyperlink. This link directs user toward malicious page. For example: 

Authorized link: 

www.trustedwebsite.com/logon.aspx?username=abc 

Malicious link: 

www.trustedwebsite.com/logon.aspx?username=<script>alert('hacker code')</script> 

This example display the pop up message, instead of this hacker can use other script which can easily extract the 

authentication cookies of user and use that authentication on target website to access that website as a 

authenticated user. 

Countermeasures: 

 Proper input validation must be applied and it should be ensured that query strings must be valid for the 

application. 

 HTMLEncode and URLEncode functions should be used to encode any output that include user input. 

 SQL Injection 

In SQL injection[18,20], hacker uses such inputs which construct dynamic SQL statement, which enable the 

hacker to access the database. Hacker can access the unauthorized data or can alter the database. For example: 

Suppose hacker enters 21 or 1=1 in the user id’s text box.then the SQL will execute as following: 

SELECT Id, UserName, Password FROM Login WHERE Id = 21 or 1=1 

 

The SQL statement written above is valid, and returns all the rows of table Login. In this way hacker could access 

the unauthorized information (login ids and passwords). 

Countermeasures: 

 Proper input validation should be applied. 

 Use the accounts with least privilege[q] to connect the database. 

 It should be ensured that user inputs are not generating any dynamic SQL statement. 

 

B. Session Management 

Session management is done under application layer. Session avoid repeatedly authentication of user, if user login 

once there is no need to login again until user logout. Security of the session of application is a crucial task. 

Various vulnerabilities related to session management are: 

 Session hijacking 

 Session replay 

 Session hijacking 

Session is said to be hijacked when hacker got the authentication token by using some network monitoring tool. 

Mainly the authentication tokens are in form of cookies, hacker trace that cookies and then use them for 

authentication. Hacker got the same access as legal user. 

Remedies to prevent session hijacking: 

 Secure socket layer (SSL) [3] should be used for secure communication channel. 

 Logout function should be implemented so that user can end the session, and authentication should be 

required for another session. 

 Session cookies should be expired after some period. 

 Session Replay 

Session replay is a problem which occurred when a hacker intercept token of user’s session and bypass the 

mechanism of authentication. Session token can be in any form like cookie, URL. The hacker can use all privileges 

of user by hijacking tokens of session. 

Countermeasures: 

 Sessions should be expired properly, which include expiration of all tokens and cookies. 

 “Do not remember me” option should be created so that no data would store on client side. 

 In case of critical functions re-authenticate is must. 
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C. Authentication 

Authentication verifies that the person or an entity is valid to use privileges. Authentication is mainly done by 

checking and verifying the username and password entered by user in addition to some personal information 

which is known only by user. Various vulnerabilities to authentication are: 

 Network eavesdropping 

 Brute force attacks 

 Credential theft 

 Network sniffing 

Network sniffing is a attack in network layer. In this vulnerability, hacker capture the data packets which are sent 

from client to server contains username or password. The hacker can use that information to get authentication. 

Countermeasures: 

 Username and password should be encrypted before transmitting. 

 Use such authentication mechanism, in which password is not transmitted over the network, like windows 

authentication. 

 Brute Force Attacks 

A brute force attack is a process of checking the hidden data of web application. The hacker tries to find the 

username or password by sending GET and POST request to server. In this attack, hackers configure 

predetermined values, and send them to server and then check response of server.  

Countermeasures: 

 Use strong passwords. 

 Hashed passwords should be used with salt (cryptography)[4]. 

 Credential Theft 

Credential can be anything which is used to authenticate user or device, like username and password. When you 

use your credential, it may save in your system in various ways such as cookies. If someone able to access this 

saved data then he/she can login with your credentials. 

Countermeasure: 

 Use hashed passwords with salt (cryptography)[4]. 

 Account should be locked after a certain number of retrying attempts. 

 Option should be there to select that user want to save credentials or not. 

D. Authorization 

Various authorizations, privileges to certain resources and services are given to user according to his/her identity. 

Various vulnerability related to authorization are listed below: 

 Elevation of privilege 

 Disclosure of confidential data 

 Data tampering 

 Elevation of Privilege 
In any system, hacker wants to get the privileges of most powerful account of the system. So that hacker can get 

control over the whole system. For example: In ASP RevertToSelf API allow to run the local system with all 

privileges. 

Countermeasures: 

 Don not provide all privileges to all users. 

 Make use of least privileged process. 

 Disclosure of Confidential Data 

Disclosure of confidential data means hacker can view very sensitive data. Sensitive data includes credit card/ 

debit card number, personal details of user, financial records and other information which user do not want to 

disclose. Access to these credentials should be limited to trustable administration. Database, files that contain the 

information must be secured, only authenticated and authorized user can access them. 

Countermeasure: 

 Encrypt sensitive data before storing in database and files. 

 Check roles before giving access to sensitive data. 

 Data Tampering 

In data tampering vulnerability, hacker can alter the data. It can be done in various ways, such as modification in 

cookies, http headers, URLs. 

Countermeasures: 

 Give access to authorized user only, to alter data. 

 Rule based security should be used, to differentiate between user who can only view data and those who can 

modify data. 
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E. Cryptography 

Cryptography is technique for securing communication or data by changing it from meaningful state to 

meaningless state. Various vulnerabilities in cryptography are: 

 Poor key generation 

 Weak or custom encryption 

 Poor Key Generation  

Cryptography is done with the help of key, both encryption and decryption require to change the state of data. If 

the key is easy to guess then hacker may find it and change the state of data to meaningful state. 

Countermeasures: 

 Do not generate key which is guessable. 

 Key should be expired regularly. 

 Random keys should be generated with the help of strong random key generation functions. 

 Weak Encryption 

There is no security of data if the encryption is cracked and it is very much vulnerable to brute force attack. 

Custom algorithm should be tested, because they are vulnerable. User must use well known algorithm for 

cryptography which are not vulnerable and secure. 

Countermeasures: 

 Avoid using custom algorithms. 

 Keep on checking that algorithm is cracked or not, and also know about techniques to crack them and handle 

them. 

 

IV. Conclusion 

To develop secure software is very much necessary, as vulnerabilities in software security increasing day by day. 

Reviewing various vulnerability classifications, this paper identified and briefly described 18 most common 

vulnerabilities. Then the main reasons for creation of those vulnerabilities along with their countermeasures were 

mentioned.  It is very important that web developers keep themselves up to date with new risks which their 

applications could face and also understand their nature to ensure that the mitigations implemented are effective. 

In the future, we can expect more security solutions and more awareness of their implementation. 
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